About James Patterson:

James Patterson began his career writing fast-paced single-title and series suspense novels, but he now publishes multiple series for adults in genres as diverse as crime thrillers/suspense, science fiction, historical fiction, and romance. Not to mention books for teens, younger readers, and a handful of adult nonfiction. Whether writing edge-of-one's seat novels of hard-edged suspense or heartwarming tales of romance and relationships, he captivates male and female readers alike with sympathetic characters, short chapters, and compelling, labyrinthine plots. Start with: *Along Came a Spider* (Adults); *Maximum Ride: The Angel Experiment* (Teens).

[from NoveList]
If you like the Alex Cross books, try...
- John Sandford’s “Prey” series
- Jeffery Deaver’s Lincoln Rhyme mysteries
- Stephen White’s Alan Gregory novels
- P.T. Deutermann’s Cam Richter novels

If you like the Women’s Murder Club books, try...
- Richard Castle’s Nikki Heat Mysteries
- Stuart Woods’s Stone Barrington novels
- Tess Gerritsen’s Rizzoli & Isles series
- Alex Kava’s Maggie O’Dell novels

If you like the Michael Bennett mysteries, try...
- Nelson DeMille’s John Corey novels
- Ridley Pearson’s Boldt & Matthews novels

If you like the NYPD Red novels, try...
- Tony & Anne Hillerman’s Leaphorn & Chee mysteries
- John Sanford’s Virgil Flowers mysteries